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VR and zombies seem to be walking hand in hand in a dismembered wrist trunk these days, and we're talking about zombies, we can't help but reference The Walking Dead. With two different shows and multiple comics running, The Walking Dead is something of a cultural icon at this point. There are also a lot of video games out there that have the Walking Dead brand, but nothing quite like this new game
from Survios – the creators of Creed: Rise to Glory, Sprint Vector and other VR titles. Called The Walking Dead Onslaught, it's shaping up to be a very good ZOMBIE VR game indeed. What is The Walking Dead? Based on robert Kirkman's comic book series The Walking Dead took the world by storm when it appeared on screens in 2010. The story has a policy officer, Rick Grimes, waking up from a
coma, moments after the zombie apocalypse takes over the world. The series mostly follows Rick and his party of survivors as they try to get through a world full of monsters desperate to feed on them. There is also a second show called Fear of The Walking Dead, which has some success and follows another set of survivors from another part of the world fighting hordes of zombies. The show has given us
a lot of feel over the years as well as some excellent mem feeds. Rick's Dad Joke is my favorite. So what's the point of the attack? Alluding to the series, The Walking Dead Onslaught is a virtual reality game in which you become a survivor and you have to face zombies in an epic battle. In the game you will get to use many iconic weapons from the show — think crossbows, samurai swords and barbed
wire baseball bats — and they can even talk about some cast making the look. Survios worked closely with AMC to bring us an authentic feeling game that has the same themes and the same great story that we loved in a TV series. You can expect the campaign mode to be well written and produced. What does the gameplay look like? From what we have seen, the gameplay will be a first-person shooter
with a strong emphasis on melee combat, as well as ranged weapons. The team over UploadVR got some really great gameplay content and you can see how most game systems work. Distance combat works as you'd expect from a first-person VR game. All guns have a visible ammo meter, and there seems to be quite a lot of variety — we've seen crossbows, shotguns, assault rifles, and more. Survios
have taken what they have learned from creating Raw Data and put the excellent gunplay mechanics out of this new game. If TWD: Attack is as good at ranged weapons as Raw Data, it already has a plus one in my pro column. Survios also took cues from Creed: Rise to Glory - another of his incredible titles - looking at the melee in Onslaught. You can see when you watch the video that zombies will get
closer and personal with you on a regular basis, so about a good hand-in-hand experience will be important. He seems to be able to use machetes, combat knives, and swords to do all sorts of crazy damage to walkers in attack. Survios added in what they call progressive dismemberment, which allows you to hack and cut specific parts of a walker's body and see those parts fly away in a blood spray. A lot
of time and energy went into making The Walking Dead: Onslaught feels visceral, gory and has a terrifying edge to it. You want the game to feel that way, because the series is exactly the same. AMC never evades some gory visuals and no Survios seems. Will The Walking Dead: Onslaught have multiplayer? We don't know, but we think it's likely. Until now, every Survios game had some multiplayer option
and this game is suitable for co-op mode of some kind. Imagine how cool it would be to destroy zombies with friends in VR. I'm sure we'll get news about this or other modes in the coming weeks. Release date and pricing We don't have a final date for The Walking Dead: Onslaught yet. All Survios told anyone that it will appear in the fall of 2019. It's not an awfully long wait for a great-looking VR game with
a fully-fledged storyline written by the team behind the show. Prices are also something of a mystery. As soon as the preorder goes to Onslaught, we will update this article and inform everyone. The thing to be ready for Onslaught With the game is a few months, now is the time to pick up some useful accessories for PSVR and yourself. With all this in one charging stand of your console, controllers,
headphones and psvr, you can free yourself from the order of the rooms. Let's go back to where it all started with Rick Grimes and his team trying to survive the end of the world. There are still 8 seasons after that, but let's start with the first one and see how you start. There will come a time when you will have to clean your PlayStation VR. When this happens, having a small stock of microfiber cleaning
cloths is a solid plan. They can be used to safely vacuum the headset and clean the rest of the equipment. We can earn commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Over the past few months, fans of The Walking Dead have had no qualms about airing their complaints. The hit series raised eyebrows and turned away from many of the first board episodes of Season 7. Some fans have
complained that the series is becoming too gloomy; others said it was just too boring. While this is a long way from being dead in the water, TWD slid a bit when it comes to ratings. And that's probably cause for concern for his creative team and AMC. But hope is not lost. The Walking Dead has a few things that still work in its favor: The first is a dedicated fanbase that is still not ready to give up despite the
series' decline. Then there is the endless well source material - Robert Kirkman comics - from which the series can draw. And of course there is that mid-season premiere, Rock in the Road, signaled a potential return to form in more than one way. There are many routes TWD can take to find your way back. Here are 10 ways The Walking Dead can redeem you. 1. Make The Walking Dead meaningful again
| AMC When The Walking Dead first hit the air, it impressed audiences and critics with its ability to combine action, horror and surprisingly meaty character development. Nowadays there is a little less of the latter, and the series suffers as a result. More often than not, we meet characters we never really know, like Father Gabriel, Jessie, or Paul Jesus Monroe. It is difficult to make annexes to them, even
though we know that we should. And because of the occasional method of narrative fire, we lose the trace of characters that we know and love for a long time. Nowadays, The Walking Dead seems to be moving toward a story in which different colonies of survivors unite to fight the Saviors. And that could mean the added benefit of more time with our main characters. If we can focus on them, and see them
working together to solve the seemingly unsolvable problem that is Negan, fans can more easily invest their emotions once again. 2. Expand the roles of beginners a bit Ezechiel and Rick | AMC In seven seasons on air, The Walking Dead has hosted countless characters. Some have stayed in the long run, many others have come and gone faster than can be said hastily resolved subplot. In Season 6 and
7, we've met some particularly intriguing characters – King Ezechiel, Dwayne, Jesus, and Enid. There is only one problem: we have barely seen them. Modus operandi, when it comes to new characters in The Walking Dead, involves creating a single episode that focuses on their story and then letting them disappear into the background. It can be a nice change of pace to really get to know these
characters over time because they actually have something important to do. We have seen clues about Ezechiel's uncertainty about his leadership abilities or Dwayne's uncertainty about Negan. But seeing these characters really interact with others, especially those that are not usually associated with, can do wonders for our ability to connect with them. 3. Knock Negan down rick and negan peg | AMC
Before we even met Negan, fans of The Walking Dead knew it was going to be a big deal. Whether you've read comics or gone untouched, its introduction to the series has signaled a huge change. And for the next eight episodes, TWD was more or less a negan show. That's not to say he was the dominant character - we went whole episodes without seeing him, after all. But his endless presence hung
over the front half of Season 7, and that's not always, or even often, good. In fact, the series stalled as soon as it moved to focus on its latest For many fans, Negan has not become the villain we love to hate as much as he does arrogance is aggravating. Sure, Negan loves gallows humor like his pride and joy, Lucille. But it's not as funny, funny, or darkly charming as the creators of the series might have
expected. In fact, he is routinely more hideous than he is effective - unless, that is, he is swinging that faithful whip. The day Negan finally learns he's not invincible, he feels long overdue. 4. Don't forget michonne walkers | AMC Say that The Walking Dead is a show about zombies is to sell it short. But, realistically, the undead masses that keep our characters on their toes are a key part of the success of
the series. While they are not always up front and center, they have been a threat in many seasons. We saw them trying to break through the gates in prison and scratching at the door in Alexandria. Lately though, zombies haven't spent much time on screen. Sure, one rammed the screen to chow down on Glenn's brains in the Season 7 premiere, while Tara and Heath went toe-to-toe with a few in the
episode. Few claim that TWD needs to stop its plot just to show us a few walkers, but the series can benefit, bearing in mind that its apocalyptic setting is still very unstable. The season 7 premiere was a fairly stellar example of how zombies can naturally be integrated in such a way that both move our characters forward and keep us entertained. 5. Find closure with carol's main arches | AMC Each series
has its own strengths and weaknesses. For The Walking Dead, some of its biggest drawbacks are related to how the show's stories are paced. At different times, it is dragged along on the plot line for too long and then moved at seemingly breaking speed. When TWD has its time to develop and solve major arcs, it doesn't always have fun. There are some fairly large plots that have been brewing for quite
some time now: cracks in Carol's seemingly impenetrable psyche, Morgan's struggle to reconcile killing, and Maggie's power struggle with Gregory, all seem late to come to a head. If a series can make something happen on any of these fronts, it will remind us that it is able to offer a satisfactory payout; and for many of these characters that feels long overdue. 6. Let's laugh a little Rick | AMC No one would
ever make a errsm with a comedy series. But until recently, there was often some sense of humor injected into his increasingly tragic mood. We had Abraham, who was always good for good timely (inappropriate) observations, Glenn's hapless early attempts to navigate his relationship with Maggie, and Merle's unfortunate blunt assessment of his peers. It's hard to laugh at Negan when he whacks the
heads of our favorite characters, so he doesn't really act as the only source of comic relief twd. A little levitation from time to time will not ruin the darker tone that the creators of the series seem hellishly on But it can help us reorient ourself in this new world order. 7. 7. Maggie's Violence | AMC The amount of violence on The Walking Dead has been a controversial topic for fans and critics. Some believe
that viewers should know what to expect when it comes to bloodshed in a program about the zombie apocalypse. Others believe that from the end, the violence on TWD was more about the value of shock than actual storytelling. Both camps have important points, and this fact alone means there is something to whisk to reassess the goal of gore in the series. Recently, the creative band The Walking Dead
sent mixed messages about their reaction to the outrage of fans after the gruesome deaths of Glenn and Abraham. Whether they decide on a scale or refuse to bend the fan pressure, it didn't hurt them to take a step back and find out why this sequence was so controversial. Is it just because viewers were upset about losing their beloved characters? Or is it because the graphic murders and horrified
reaction of survivors on screen were over-the-top? It's a thin line to walk, but so far the series has done a decent job of avoiding serious stumbles. Now it's up to a series of head honchos to find a balance between gore and gratuitous violence. 8. Give good guys a win for The Walking Dead | AMC Since the end of Season 6, Rick Grimes and his friends have done a lot of losers. From loved ones to their
limited belongings enough, they have been stripped down to their naked essentials. It's great for character development and everyone, but it's also emotionally exhausting for viewers. The Walking Dead has barely begun to put the foundations under the possibility that one day they will get back on their feet. It would be unrealistic for alexandrians to rise up quickly and easily against the Saviors. But for the
morale of the fans, a small win would be a step in the right direction. Rick's obvious relief of finding a new group of survivors in the final moments of Rock in the Road was the beginning - but something even more concrete can really help us remind us that the characters of the series have a fighting chance. 9. Keep the Momentum Going to The Walking Dead | AMC The Walking Dead is known for several
truly remarkable episodes. Often these installments are filled with the kind of electricity that keeps us on the edge of our seats. Unfortunately, this kind of momentum tends to die quite quickly when it comes to series stories. This is especially true due to the format of the mid-season finale; The series offers a scenario just tempting enough to keep us coming back for more, and coming back with a bang to
feel like we were legitimate in sticking around. If the second half of Season 7 can maintain some of the momentum that has accumulated in Rock in the Road, it will propel the final episodes into one of the most exciting segments in franchise history. It would also help to make up for the ever-gloomy pattern that TWD came up with almost immediately after the season seven premiere. 10. Offer potential hope
for Rick - Rick The Walking Dead's first season of AMC ended with a whisper by Dr. Jenner in Rick's ear. The question of what information he revealed remained with fans for most of Season 2. In Season 4, TWD briefly discerned the idea that Eugene knew about the cure, and the promise lit a fire under many of the main characters - until it turned out to be a lie. Since then, the series has struggled to offer
any long-term strategy as to why we watch these characters walk through hell. Will they ever be able to settle down? Do you seriously just need to keep fighting off walkers until their dying days? These are the questions that have been going on over the series forever and have begun dragging it - and fans - down. Continuing to watch a series that offers no signs of endgame is an untenable exercise in vain.
Giving us just an insight into the potential for our heroes to finally find peace will go a long way in keeping fans engaged in the long run. Follow Katherine Webb on Twitter @prufrox Check out the Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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